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Abstract 
Pettigrew, M.F. and H. Rasmussen, Numerical solutions for unstable Hele-Shaw flows, Journal of Computa- 
tional and Applied Mathematics 47 (1993) 253-266. 
A finite-difference procedure using nonuniform grids is developed and applied to the unstable flow in a 
Hele-Shaw cell. Good agreement with the analytic solutions is found for both the cusping flow and the 
Safhnan finger flow. 
Keywords: Unstable Hele-Shaw flow; numerical procedure; compact finite-difference methods; moving bound- 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we discuss the development and application of a fourth-order compact 
finite-difference method to the problem of unstable free surface flow in a Hele-Shaw cell. 
Such a cell consists of two parallel horizontal plates separated by a thin gap. A blob of fluid is 
forced to move in this gap by, in our case, the injection or extraction at the edges of the cell. 
For slow flow in a thin gap the flow is approximately two-dimensional. 
For the unstable problem there seem to be two types of solutions. In the first type, usually 
called the Saffrnan finger, the free surface which is initially analytic remains analytic and 
develops into a long protuberance. On the other hand, in the second type, the cusping solution, 
the initially analytic free surface develops a cusp in finite time. For both cases exact solutions 
can be found. Thus this free surface problem is very valuable for the testing of numerical 
procedures. 
We shall briefly review some of the numerical work which has been carried out on the 
unstable Hele-Shaw flow. In [10] the method of imbedding is used to treat the cusping flow 
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problem, while in [16] the motion of the interface between two fluids in a Hele-Shaw cell is 
recast in terms of the evolution of a vortex sheet. This allows the authors to study the behaviour 
of many competing and interacting Saffman fingers; however, they do not compare the results 
of their methods with any exact solution. In [6] a boundary integral method is used together 
with a smoothing technique to investigate the long term evolution of a Saffman finger with very 
low surface tension. In [3]-[5] an integral equation is developed for the normal velocity of the 
interface in a Hele-Shaw cell. In [1] a variant of the boundary-integral method is used to 
determine numerically the conformal mapping, and hence the free surface, which maps the 
fluid region onto a unit circle. The authors provide some direct comparison with exact 
solutions. Most of the numerical work described above considers the analytic ase, the Saffman 
finger. 
We develop a compact finite-difference method suitable for both uniform and nonuniform 
grids and apply it to unstable Hele-Shaw flows. A coordinate transformation is used to map 
the unsteady irregularly shaped flow domain onto a fixed rectangularly shaped computation 
domain. Experiments using this method with uniform grids for the cusping case failed to 
2 indicate the formation of the ~ power cusp and to estimate the time to cusp. On the other 
hand, with nonuniform grids, it was possible to find a grid, so that the time to cusp was 
estimated within 10%, while the location of the cusp was found within 4%. For the Saffrnan 
finger we could get good agreement with the analytic solution up to a time 0.65 with a uniform 
grid. With suitably chosen nonuniform grid, agreement was satisfactory for twice as long. 
2. Formulation 
2.1. The potential formulation 
The flow in a Hele-Shaw cell can be modelled by a combined boundary and initial-value 
problem for a potential 4,(x, yo t) and the unknown moving boundary =f(x, t), where (x, y) 
is a rectangular coordinate system and t is the time variable. Thus 4,(x, y, t) and f(x, t) must 
satisfy 
~bxx + 4,yy = 0, (2.1) 
and the boundary conditions 
4'x = O, at x -- O, 1, (2.2) 
4~ =0, at y =f (x ,  t), (2.3) 
~b~sgn(V)lyl ,  as y~-oo .  (2.4) 
The moving surface is given by 
ft = (2.5) 
where 4'~ and ~by are evaluated at y =f(x, t). Initially we have 
f(x,  0)=f0(x) ,  (2.6) 
where fo(x) is the prescribed initial profile of the moving boundary. Here sgn(V) is the sign of 
the suction at minus infinity. 
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2.2. Stability and analyticity of the moving boundary 
If we let 
eel3t ein~rx 
represent a small disturbance to the moving boundary, it is easily shown that the growth 
parameter/3 is positive if 
sgn(V) < 0. 
Thus we see that the moving boundary is unstable if the flow is driven by suction at y = -oo. 
Since we shall only consider this unstable situation, we will replace the boundary condition 
(2.4) by 
4,~y,  as y=-oo .  (2.7) 
This unstable problem seems to have two basic types of solution. The first type is a solution 
in which a given analytic curve of the form 
y = --cos(a'rx) + 0( ,  2) (2.8) 
"iT 
is prescribed as an initial free surface. The free surface remains analytic to t = t* when it 
2 develops a ~ power cusp singularity. This solution will be called the cusping solution. In the 
second type a different analytic curve is prescribed initially; it has the same form as (2.8) to 
second order in e. This initial free surface develops into a surface which is analytic for all time 
and forms a long protuberance occupying a fraction A of the channel width. It is usually called 
a Saffman finger. For more details, see [13-15]. 
2.3. Streamfunction formulation 
In order to remove the boundary condition (2.7) at y -- -oo we shall formulate the problem 
in terms of a streamfunction 9. defined by 
a4, a9. a4, a9. 
= and - 
Ox ay Oy Ox 
Then the mathematical model can be expressed in the form 
9..x + 9., ,  = 0. 
on the domain 0 <x  < 1, -oo <y <f(x, t) with boundary conditions 
x=0,  9 .=0,  
x=l ,  9 .=-1 ,  
as y~-o% 9"~-x .  
At the free surface y =f(x, t) we have 
9.y =fxg.x and f t  = (1 +f2)9 .  x. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
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The initial posit ion of the free surface remains 
f(x, O)=fo(X). (2.14) 
2. 4. Coordinate transformation 
As shown above, the Laplace equation for ~ must be solved on an infinite domain which 
changes in an unknown manner with time. This is not effective for computational purposes, so 
we shall use a coordinate transformation to obtain a suitable computational domain. Let us 
introduce the transformation 
~=x, rl =exp(y- f (x ,  t)), r=t; (2.15) 
this transformation maps the infinite region onto a unit square. Then the mathematical model 
(2.9)-(2.13) becomes 
q-'~.~. + 2B~,,  7 + cqtn, 7+ Eqt, 
where 0 < (, r; < 1, and 
=0,  (2.16) 
~'=0, 1/ '=0, (2.17) 
~" = 1, ap. = _ 1, (2.18) 
r; =0 ,  v/r= _~-, (2.19) 
r /=  1, qtn = 1 +f~2 qt ,  (2.20) 
r; = 1, f = qt ,  (2.21) 
r=O,  f(~r, O) = fo(sr). (2.22) 
The coefficients in (2.16) are given by 
B :  - r / f ; ,  C = ~72(1 +f2) ,  E = r;(1 +f~-fc¢). (2.23) 
3. Numerical  procedure 
The procedure for the moving boundary problem (2.16)-(2.23) consists of two main parts: 
(a) a procedure for solving for ~ for a fixed free surface y =f(x, t); and 
(b) a procedure for solving the free surface equation given 1/'. 
We shall now outline these two parts with more details being given in the Appendix. 
Since the problem is unstable, it is important o obtain very accurate approximations for ~, 
especially near the moving boundary. Thus we decided to use a fourth-order finite-difference 
scheme on a nonuniform grid, rather than the customary second-order procedure. If a compact 
scheme is used, the treatment of the boundary conditions remains fairly simple, and since we 
had some experience in applying such schemes to one-dimensional problems, we decided to 
develop a compact fourth-order scheme suitable for moving boundary problems. This deriva- 
tion is not readily available in the literature, so we have included it in the Appendix. 
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We have used a nonuniform grid, since it is known that the free surface and hence also 
vary greatly at certain parts of the computational domain. 
The free surface equation (2.21) was solved by a Crank-Nicolson procedure. 
4. Numerical results I: cusping flow 
In the cusping flow the initial profile is an analytic curve which for small e can be written in 
the form 
E 
y =f(x, 0) = - -cos( x) + o (d) .  
"IT 
2 It can be shown (see [8]) that this profile will develop x power singularity at 
1 
t=t* _~{½( 2 1) log e} 
We shall use e = 0.2 for the numerical results and then we have 
t* = 0.359511253 and f(O, t*) = -0.830609884. 
Numerical experiments have been carried out on a variety of grids. In general while the 
number of subdivisions in the ~" and ~7 intervals, given by M and N respectively, have usually 
been set equal, the distribution of points of the respective grids have varied widely. The time 
step A~, has ranged from 0.0005 to 0.05. For the cusping flow it was found that an optimum 
value of the relaxation parameter to is near 1.075, regardless of the choice of grid. 
The simulation was first attempted on a uniform grid with M ~< 14. It was found that it is 
possible to run the procedure well past the cusping time t* before the convergence t st failed. 
Increasing M appeared to increase the accuracy for early time, but it was found that the 
numerical procedure could not be continued to t* unless the tolerance parameter was relaxed. 
In general it can be concluded that the compact method for all uniform grids tested failed to 
2 (i) suggest he formation of a ~ power cusp; and 
(ii) estimate the time t* to cusp. 
Thus it was decided to see if it was possible to obtain some indication of the cusping 
behaviour and time to cusp by using nonuniform grids while restricting the number of 
subdivisions to less than sixteen. The criteria used in rejecting a grid were: 
(a) the computed surface should be monotone; 
(b) the computed f;¢(O, r) should increase monotonically with time. 
It was found that the convergence failure occurred when the monotonicity of f;;(O, r) was 
violated. 
After considerable xperimentation it was determined that a one-sided stretch in ~7 coupled 
with a two-sided stretch in ~" produced the most satisfactory results. For details of such 
stretching procedures, see [17]. 
For r / the points were shifted to r /= 1, while for ~" the points were shifted strongly to ~" = 0 
with a less severe shift occurring at ~ = 1. The latter shift was needed to keep the surface 
monotone. Examples of one- and two-sided stretches are given in Table 4.1. 
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One-sided stretch Two-sided stretch 
n' n ¢' ~" 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.1000 0.1426 0.1000 0.0392 
0.2000 0.2812 0.2000 0.1001 
0.3000 0.4124 0.3000 0.1892 
0.4000 0.5334 0.4000 0.3093 
0.5000 0.6423 0.5000 0.4542 
0.6000 0.7382 0.6000 0.6072 
0.7000 0.8212 0.7000 0.7479 
0.8000 0.8918 0.8000 0.8616 
0.9000 0.9509 0.9000 0.9443 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
It was found, on the basis of the criteria listed above, that the "best"  grid was sensitive to the 
number of subdivisions of [0, 1]. In Table 4.2 we summarize the results obtained for four 
different grids. The computations, which took an average of 380 CPU-seconds on a CDC Cyber 
835, were carried out with M = N = 10, ERP  = 0.001 M -4, AT = 0.008 975, MAXS = 350 and 
MAXF = 20. Thus we see that the time to cusp has been overestimated by 7-10% while the 
error in the location of the cusp is between 2-4%.  In Fig. 4.1 we have plotted the free surface 
for different values of ~- for Grid 4. 
We shall now discuss the estimation of the asymptotic rates of convergence of the compact 
scheme. On uniform grids we have used M = N = 2kI with k = 0, 1, 2, 3 and I = 4, 5. Ar was 
set equal to 0.001795 and 0.001 for I = 4 and 5, respectively. The variable grid we used was 
Grid 4. The error tolerance was set to 0.01 M -4. Due to the il l-posedness of the problem most 
comparisons were made at early times. 
It seems reasonable to assume that the error E in the maximum norm behaves in time like 
E = II e = a(r)h" + b(z, At), 
where a and b are functions independent of the grid spacing h and p is the spatial asymptotic 
rate of convergence of the compact scheme. We calculate p from 
Iog((E h - -  Eh /2 ) / (Eh /2  - -  Eh/4) }
P = log(2) ' 
Table 4.2 
Values of f(0, 7") and ~-* 
Grid f(0, ~" * ) ~" * 
1 - 0.853 0.395 
2 - 0.867 0.395 
3 - 0.854 0.386 
4 - 0.845 0.386 
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f(x.t) 
I t = 0 
~, - - "~- .  -...,...__..:_ ~ ~ "', x 
f(x,t) 
.2 
t=O 
-.4 ,I;/95 
, X 
Fig. 4.1. The free surface m the cusping case. Fig. 5.1. The free surface - -  Saffman finger. Uniform 
grid with N -- M -- 10, At ---- 0.025. 
where E h denotes the max-norm error on grid h. Since p is calculated at fixed time and with a 
fixed A~" as h is varied, such a three-grid estimate removes the temporal error. 
In Tables 4.3 and 4.4 we list the rates of convergence p for a/t, U = ~ and V = a/, for 
variable and uniform grids with I = 4. It is seen that, generally speaking, the rates of 
convergence p rise as the number of subdivisions M increases. For early times we can conclude 
the rate of convergence V is nearly 4, while for ~ and U it is approximately 3.15 and 3.5, 
respectively. 
5. Results II: Saffman finger 
For the Saffman finger the initial profile is again of the form 
E 
y=f (x ,O)= - - -  
aT 
cos(aTx) + 
Table 4.3 
Convergence rates for variable grids; three grid esti- 
mates (~- - 0.008 975) 
M = 4, 8 and 16 M = 8, 16 and 32 
p for qt 3.63 3.37 
p for V = ~ 3.41 4.32 
p for U--  gt  3.97 3.96 
Table 4.4 
Convergence rates for uniform grids; three grid esti- 
mates (z = 0.008 976) 
M--- 4, 8 and16 M= 8,16 and 32 
p for g' 4.36 3.53 
p for V-- ~ 4.14 4.37 
p for U-- ~c 3.16 3.44 
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It can be shown that the solution based on this initial profile will remain analytic for all t and 
will form a long protuberance occupying a fraction )t of the channel width. 
It was found that the optimum number of subdivisions was again near M = N = 10 with time 
step AT = 0.025; the error tolerance was taken to be ERP = 0.01 M -4. It was observed that the 
number of iterations required to reach convergence was much less than that required for the 
cusping solution. 
Again simulations were first carried out on uniform grids. In Fig. 5.1 we have plotted the 
free surface profile at time step intervals of 0.05 up to ~- = 1.25. The results agree well with the 
analytic solution out to approximately ~- = 0.65. Soon thereafter the surface develops a negative 
curvature at ~" = 0, and as the computation proceeds, the finger splits. 
Again we decided to search for a nonuniform grid which would trace out the development of
a Saffman finger for larger values of ~-. It was found that the most satisfactory grids were 
obtained when we used a coordinate transformation f the form 
rl=exp{a[y-f(x, t)]}, a>l ,  
together with an interior stretch in ~" and a uniform grid in r/. The stretch was used to cluster 
points about an interior point usually taken to be 0.5. 
A set of calculations were carried out with s(0.5) = 2 and t~ = 2.0. The results are presented 
in Fig. 5.2 with Ar = 0.025; convergent results were obtained up to ~- = 1.0. The failure is due 
to the appearance of nonphysical oscillations near the base of the finger. (We note the possible 
appearance of secondary fingers.) 
-1.0 -.6 
f(x,t) 
I- .06 
.6  
.25 J 
t=O 
,.____-----.-- 
X 
1.0 
-,54 .50/ 
.75 
J / 1.0 
- 1.34 / 
/ 
/ 
,94 
Fig. 5.2. The  ~ee surface - -  Saffman finger. Inter ior  
stretch s(0.5) = 2 in ~ and ~7 = exp(2[y - f (x ,  t)]). 
f(x,t) 
, 
. .o .o 
1.0 
-1.4 
~- -2.2 
Fig. 5.3. The  free surface - -  Saf fman finger. Interior 
stretch s(0.5) -- 1.15 in ~" and ~7 = exp(3[y - f (x ,  t)]). 
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Error  
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lO--  
- . 2 f~t=l .25  
.'6 ,.o" 
-.2 
Fig. 5.4. Error in free surface of Fig. 5.3. 
f(x.t) 
1 ° ~ ~ ' - " -~,  X 
-1.0 -.6 .6 1.0 
.5 
-.6 
/ 
~- 1.4 / 
J 
3 
Fig. 5.5. Free surface - -  Saffman finger; for ~- up to 
1.3. 
Table 5.1 
Convergence rates for variable grids; three grid esti- 
mates (~- -- 0.6) 
M = 4, 8 and 16 
p for ~ 3.67 
p for V = ~ 3.23 
p for U = ~;  3.45 
The most satisfactory approach to a Saffman finger was achieved with a = 3.0 and s(0.5) = 
1.15; it is shown in Fig. 5.3 at time intervals of 0.2 up to z = 2.0. The error of these results are 
plotted in Fig. 5.4 in intervals of 0.05 to ~" = 1.25. We see that near the time of convergence 
failure the error rises significantly in the interval 0.425 ~ ~ ~ 0.675. In Fig. 5.5 we present the 
free surface at ~" = 1.3. We see that the free surface is about to develop a negative curvature 
near ~ = 0 and this will be followed by a bifurcation of the nose. 
When we consider the rate of convergence, the results are similar to those obtained for the 
cusping surface. For example, in Table 5.1 we show some values for p for the above case. 
6. Discussion 
We have a developed a fourth-order compact difference procedure which is suitable for 
moving boundary problems in which the field equation is elliptic. The procedure has been 
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tested on unstable flows in Hele-Shaw cells for which analytic solutions exist. There are two 
basic types of solutions, one in which the free surface stays analytic for all time, while in the 
second one a singularity, a cusp, develops in the free surface after a finite time interval. In the 
analytic ase, the Saffman finger, we show that a stretching transformation i  the coordinates i
required if the free surface is to be followed for an extensive period of time. In the cusping flow 
we can only show the existence of the cusp if the coordinates are stretched in an appropriate 
manner. 
The numerical treatment of this unstable flow is a severe test for any numerical procedure, 
and the results obtained by our procedure are satisfactory. 
Appendix 
The numerical procedure 
The procedure for the moving boundary problem (2.16)-(2.23) consists of two main parts: 
(a) a procedure for solving for ~ for a fixed free surface y =f(x, t); and 
(b) a procedure for solving the free surface equation given ~. 
These will now be discussed. 
(a) Procedure for 
The procedure can be divided into the following parts: 
(i) the compact method; 
(ii) treatment of the cross derivative term; 
(iii) the iterative procedure. 
(i) The compact method. 
We shall define a compact method for a boundary value problem consisting of a second-order 
differential equation in the variable ~ as any finite-difference scheme for ~b and possibly its 
derivatives involving no more than three grid points. It is clear that the standard second-order 
method for uniform grids, for which the derivation is simple, satisfies this criterion; however, 
the derivation is more complex for the higher-order compact method. We shall also character- 
ize a compact method as implicit if the approximation requires the derivatives of the unknown 
variable ~; otherwise it is explicit. 
The first step is to approximate the transformed region 
12 = {(~', ~7) 10 < ~< 1, 0<~rl ~< 1} 
with a rectangular mesh OMN. This is done by replacing the ~" interval with a set of M + 1 
distinct grid points 
{0 ~- ~'0 <~'1 < " ' "  < ~'M-1 < ~'M ~--" 1, Mh-- 1}, 
and similarly the r? interval with a set of N + 1 distinct grid points 
{0- - - - ' '00<'01 < " ' "  <r/N_I<r/N=I,  Nk=l} .  
Thus the computational domain is the Cartesian product of these two sets and consist of the 
(M + 1)(N + 1) mesh points given by 
aMN= ((~i, rlj)[i=O,...,M, j=O,...,N}. 
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We shall associate with 
parameters: hi-, h~-, kj-, k~ given by 
hT=~-;~i_  1, i= l , . . . ,M ,  
k]- =r/j-r/j-1, J-~ 1, . . . ,N,  
Next we introduce the difference operators 
2(10a 2 + lOab + 3b 2) 
Ai (a ,b )= - a2(a + b) 2 
each interior mesh point (ff~, r/j) of OMN the following mesh 
2b 2 2(a + b)2 
B-~(a, b)= a2(a + b)-E~ -x + a2 b 
2b2(5a + 2b) 
A-~(a,b)= a3(a+b)2 E~I+ 
4(2a+b) g 1 2(a+b)  2
B~ ( a , b)= -~  ~-b5 ; ab 2 
2b 2 4(a -b )  
B~(a, b) = a(a + b) 2E~-I ab I 
h+=~i+. l -~ i ,  i=0 , . . . ,M-  1, 
k f~- r / j+ l - r / j ,  j =0 , . . . ,N -  1. 
2(2a - 3b)(a + b) 2 2aE(2a + 5b) 
E~ 1 - aEb3 I+ b3( a +b)2 E¢, 
2(3a 2 - 4ab + 3b 2) 2aE(3a + 5b) 
aEb2 I+ b2(a + b) 3 E¢, 
2(3a-2b)(a+b)21 2(3a 2+10ab+10b 2) 
a3b2 - bE(a + b) 2 E~, 
2a 2 
I bE(a+b)E¢, 
2a 2 
E: 
b(a + b) 2 ' 
4(a + 2b) 
I+ b(a+b) E¢, 
2b2(2a+b) 1 2(a -b )  2a2(a+2b) 
= E¢, A](a, b) ~a+~ ~ E~- + a-b I b(a +b) 3 
b 2 a z 
b)EE; 1 + I + b)2E~ -1, B~(a, b)= (a + (a + 
where E¢ is the shift operator with respect o ~" defined by E~i ,  j = ~i+n,y, I is the identity 
operator, and a, b are real. Corresponding difference operators for r/ are defined by simply 
replacing ~ by r/ in the above. 
Now given a sufficiently smooth function F(~') over an interval I¢ defined by adjacent grid 
points ~i-1, ~i and ~'i+l' the following are compact relations: 
A-~ (hT , h + )Fi + B~ ( h 7 , h + )Fc;, - F~_I =0, 
A°c(h?, h + )F i + n~(h 7 , h + )F¢, - Fa. ' = O, 
A -~ (hi-, h{ )F~ + B~ (hT, h{ )F¢;, - F¢¢,+, = O, 
a](hT,  h+ )Fi + n~(h;-, h+ )F:i = O 
(A.1) 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
over I~ of order O(d 4) where d = MAX(h 7, h~-). These four expressions may be derived in a 
straightforward manner using the method of undetermined coefficients or by taking various 
derivatives of the Hermite interpolatory polynomial for F and F~ over Ic. For a more elegant 
2b2(5a + 3b) 1 
A°~(a, b ) -  ~ +b--~ E-~ - 
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procedure based on an integral representation of the interpolatory polynomial to a holomor- 
phic function, see [9]. We note that (A.4) reduces, on an equally spaced grid, to the Simpson 
relation for numerical quadrature. 
In [12] the above expressions have been used to develop a compact method for one-dimen- 
sional boundary value problems on nonuniform grids. Applications to several test problems 
indicate that the approximation remains fourth order when the mesh spacing is allowed to vary 
in a smooth fashion. 
We now describe the compact method as applied to the Hele-Shaw flow. Consider the 
second derivatives P = qt  and Q = qt, p 7 of the field equation (2.16) at an interior point (~'i, r/j) 
of I'2MN. Utilizing (A.2) we have, at time % = n Az, the following discrete approximations: 
Pi~,'])=A°c(h 7 h+)gti<~.)+B~(h 7 ~-~U. ~'0 (A.5) ' ,J ' ] t , j  ' 
~V_, (.') (A.6) , + B°( i - , , , , ,  
where we have used the following shorthand for partial derivatives: U = ~c, V = gt ,  p = ~c,  
Q = ~,Tn, W = ~,7" A fourth-order approximation to ~ is now obtained by substituting (A.5) 
and (A.6) into (2.16): 
(,,) o - B~(h?  h~-~U~ (n) {a°c(h? h+)+Ci,jPan(ki ki+)}~,7)+ ' ' ' ] l,J 
(n) 0 - + +(C i , jnn(k  i , k i ) + E~,~)}V: (-~)=,,J - 2B-~n)w (-~),, J  , j • (A.7) 
Note we have placed the cross derivative term on the right-hand side and we will discuss its 
approximation later. In addition to (A.7) we require, at each interior point of IIMN, tWO 
auxiliary equations - -  one for U.(') and one for V.(') These are provided by the Simpson t,J t,J " 
relation (A.4): 
A~(h; hT)~7)+B~(h; h~-~U..(n)=0, (A.8) 
' ~ )' l , J  
A~(k:, k~-)~i¢~)+B~(k~ - , j  , + ~V-.(") = 0 . ,  ~,j (A.9) 
Equations (A.7)-(A.9) form a linear system of algebraic equations for the unknowns 1/:(,,) 
l,J ' 
U~(. ~) and V: <.'° at z -- % with the boundary conditions being approximated in a similar manner 
l,J l,J 
utilizing (A.1) and (A.3). For details see [11]. In order to complete the system, we must find 
approximations for the cross derivative term IV.(~) l , j  • 
(ii) Treatment of the cross derivative term. 
We treat the term W implicitly. After each vertical sweep updating ~ and V, we update W 
by 
B~(hT, hi+)W~,j = -AS~(h; -, h+)l~i,j, i= 1 , . . . ,M-  1. 
Since along the lines ~" = 0 and ~" = 1, W is symmetric and V = 0, we have 
3 3 
2Wo,  j -4- W1,  j - -  h~ VI'j' 2WM-1,j "4- WM,  j : - -  h~ VM- 1, j ,  
while on j = 0, W~, i = 0. Along the moving boundary qt r - f f l t  x = 0, so that 
(1- f))eexy + 2Lq' . -  fxx,ex=O, 
which, after coordinate transformation, becomes 
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Thus along r /= 1 and at ~" = 0 and 1 we have that 
Wo.N=f~:Vo,N and WM,N=f::VM,N. 
We now have enough equations to solve for W~,j, which is done in a horizontal sweep from 
j = N to j = 1. This is followed by an update of U and then a similar procedure is developed for 
a vertical sweep of W from left to right. 
(iii) The iterative procedure. 
The algebraic finite-difference equations (A.7) and (A.9) are solved by a vertical line SOR 
for 1/' and V. W is then updated in a downward horizontal sweep. U is obtained from (A.8) and 
W is again updated, this time in a vertical sweep from left to right. 
For a fixed free surface the iterative procedure is said to have converged when the difference 
between two consecutive iterates of ~ is less than TOL = EPS* d 4 where d = min(h, k) and 
EPS is in the interval [0.01, 0.001]. If this condition is not met within a prescribed number of 
iterations MAX, ,  the program is halted. Setting MAX~ equal to a number not less than 
TOL °'35 has worked well. For more details of the iterative procedure, see [11]. 
(b) Treatment of the moving boundary 
The position of the moving boundary f(~', r) is given by the equation 
L= 
with the initial condition f(~', 0)=f0(~'). We find an approximation to fi ('+1) by applying the 
Crank-Nicolson method: 
f i (n+a)=f i  (n) "F 0.5 A'/'{U/(,~ "q- U/(,~/+I)}. 
fc and fcc are estimated from 
$ B~(h7 h+~e(n+l)= -A~(hi,  h ~e(n+l) ' " ' i l J i  ' 
fc(n+l)=A°~(h; - h ; - ) f i (~+l )+B~(h;  - h;')fi(~+1) 
Boundary conditions are obtained by exploiting the symmetries of f~ and f~ about ~" = 0 and 1. 
A mass balance calculation is performed at each time step in order to obtain a passive check 
on the accuracy of the computation. 
In order to keep the accuracy of the time approximation to the same order as that of the 
space approximation, we have restricted Ar to the order of min(h 2, k2). 
The convergence criterion for f is the same as for ~.  The maximum number of iterations is 
denoted by MAXF, and it was found that a value of 20 was adequate. 
As note in [7], a considerable saving in iteration in ~,  U and V at each time step may be 
achieved by linear extrapolation. Thus for r >t 2 Ar we use as an initial estimate 
qt(sr, r/, r )=  2a/'(~ ", r/, r -a t ) -  gt(~', r/, r -  2 At),  
with similar expressions for U and V. 
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